GlobalConnect: Infrastructure
in 100% Danish Hands
With GlobalConnect’s infrastructure, your company will get the best and most future-proof
solution for data traffic, processing and storage that the market has to offer. You will reap the
following benefits, thanks to our own physical datacentres, our own nation-wide fibre network
as well as a staff of competent employees:
• Maintain your company’s focus on the core business
• Avoid costly investments in hardware, maintenance and monitoring
• Audit-approved infrastructure through ISAE 3402
• Gain access to a virtual datacentre through our own portal
• Full network integration with our own Danish datacentres

GlobalConnect is a Danish company with datacentres
totalling 13,000 square metres, located across the
country and connected through our own raw fibre
network of some 14,000 km. And we are still digging.
A raw fibre network means that we can allocate
individual fibres to carry only your company’s data
traffic, at a speed of 400 Gbit per second, so it will seem
as though your data never left home.
Our “Infrastructure as a Service” provides further
options to outsource the often time-consuming tasks
involved in maintenance and monitoring of traffic as
well as the current state of all server platforms.
We offer fully competent operation and maintenance
of everything from network infrastructure, data centres
and storage to user interfaces and hypervisors, allowing
your internal IT resources to focus on development
instead of operations and support.
As a supplier of both datacentres and network
solutions, GlobalConnect can guarantee that all data
transport from your company to the IT infrastructure is
fully protected. Our procedures concerning monitoring
and maintenance of all systems are consistent and meet
the highest standards within IT security, including
ISO27001 and ISAE 3402. Similarly, our support
departments around the country will be fully available
24/7 should you require immediate assistance.

Our solutions are designed to offer differentiated
service level agreements (SLAs), so that the most
business-critical servers can benefit from the
market’s highest guaranteed level, while the less
business- critical servers can have lesser SLAs. As an
entirely unique service, GlobalConnect can also offer
agreements that include guaranteed uptime for both
network and computing power, and thus a guaranteed
uptime for the entire, total solution. A fully customised
product that gives the company security, usability and
significant savings within IT operations.
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3. - part applications/special applications

Middleware

Infrastructure as a Service

OS Management

Infrastructure as a Service

DataCentre

Network

Infrastructure as a Service
HyperV platform
VMware vCloud platform
High performance storage (Flash)
High capacity storage (Archiving)
State of the art data centre (physical environments)
Data located on Danish soil
Danish 24/7/365 support centre
ISAE3402 Audit approved
ISO27001 approved
Differentiated SLAs
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